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during her visit to Peshawar in December. PHOTO:
AFP LAHORE: Minority rights group was founded by
Shireen Mazari, who had been facing harassment in

her own home. Malalai Joya and her family were
served a false drone case and had to spend a lot of

money just to prove their innocence. She even
claims to have been tortured. Many Pakistanis are
surprised to know that ‘a woman’ had founded this
group and organized a campaign against extremists

on behalf of another tribe, the tribe of Khudai
Khidmatgars. The ‘militant’ Khudai Khidmatgars

were largely believed to be a group of
Jihadists/extremists that were fighting the forces of
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the Muslim Minorities in Pakistan, especially in
Balochistan. “It is a big achievement for the

minorities in Pakistan. How can a woman do all of
that?” said one Pakistan’s noted journalist and

editor who interviewed Malalai Joya and spoke to
some of the Khudai Khidmatgars. “Malalai Joya was
a married woman and has two sons, but never let

herself be bound by any traditional constraints. She
is self-educated. She had worked in different places
for various organizations like the civil and military

government of Pakistan. When she was making the
news, she was living in Amritsar. She was living

alone in her own house, had two sons and worked in
two different organizations. Her family couldn’t

figure out what she was doing.” Malalai Joya was
summoned in a false drone case. The men who were

summoned were also paid 100 per cent of their
salary in instalments. Instead of wasting the amount

on lawyers, the KHIDMATG c6a93da74d
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